
MX-1408 Self-Contained

specifications
MX-1408 (338583)

Cleaning Path:
14” w/2 Forward and 2 Reverse
Spray Jets
Vacuum Motor:
120Volt, 1.9 HP - 112 CFM
Waterlift 106”
Brush Motor: 0.5 HP; 2.3 AMPS
Brush Speed: 675 RPM
Water Output: 
1.8 GPM (Adjustable)
Pump Pressure: 100 PSI
Capacity Shared:
8 Gallon Solution and Recovery
Power Cord:
25 Ft, 3 Wire Grounded, Plus
25 Ft Extension Cord

Optional Accessories:
15 Ft Solution Hose (408263)

Wand & Nozzle Assembly
w/2 Spray Jets (408271)

Upholstery Tool (379468)

Tank drains fully. 
Using a floor drain or the supplied
plastic bucket.

Features
Trigger Lever

Squeeze the trigger to operate in reverse.

Control Switches

Located at operators finger tips, clearly illustrate
and sealed to protect against moisture.

25 Ft Power Cord

Wraps around, quick release cord holder on back
of handle for storage.

See-Thru Dome

Allow for constant monitoring of the extractors
cleaning effectiveness.

Shared 8 Gal Chamber Solution/Recovery System

Holds solution in a bladder and it is pumped out
for the cleaning operation. As the bladder empties
dirty solution is vacuumed up and recovered in the
commonly shared tank.

Kick Stand

Lifts brush off the floor to protect it when not in
use.

2 Sets of 2 Spray Nozzles

Operate independently, spraying ahead of the
brush when cleaning in either direction. Solution
volume can be adjusted using a directional valve.

Vacuum Shoes

Provide continuous forward and reverse suction
recovering dirty solution in either direction.

Adjustable, Folding Handle
Folds for convenient storage or
transport and is adjustable for
operators comfort when cleaning.

Accessory Quick-Connect
For use with optional accessories
for cleaning upholstery, stair, and in
hard to reach areas.

MX-1408 extractor is compact and easy to
operate. There are no external solution lines,
hoses or separate wand to deal with, they are
self-contained. It is excellent for cleaning carpet-
ed areas in hotels, offices, stores, restaurants,
and many other facilities.

Brush assisted forward/reverse action allows for
the extractor to clean carpet fibers in “both”
directions for more effective cleaning while
reducing labor time and effort.
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